Black Belt Magazine Hall of Famer Lisa King to be Commentator for the XFA
The Xtreme Fighting Association (XFA) announced that Lisa "The Black Widow" King,
Black Belt Magazine Hall of Famer will be joining Gary Alexander (The MMA Show) as
a Commentator for a series of XFA events in Las Vegas.

Las Vegas, NV (PRWEB) (January 3, 2008) – The Xtreme Fighting Association
(XFA) announced that Lisa "The Black Widow" King, Black Belt Magazine Hall of
Famer will be joining Gary Alexander (The MMA Show) as a Commentator for a series
of XFA events in Las Vegas.
We are very honored and excited to have Lisa King working with us. She is well
known world-wide and very well respected within the martial arts community. We
believe her energy and enthusiasm will be an inspiration to our fans and to all of us.
Christopher Reis, President of the XFA stated, "We are very honored and excited to have
Lisa King working with us. She is well known world-wide and very well respected within
the martial arts community. We believe her energy and enthusiasm will be an inspiration
to our fans and to all of us."
Lisa King gained notoriety and exposure as a full contact Muay Thai fighter. She
appeared in the films Ring Girls and Fight Girls and the Fight Girls television series, as a
mentor and trainer to 10 aspiring female fighters. Lisa, a true multi-tasker, is a mother of
two, runs her own marketing company, models, acts, and commentates. She has many
years of experience in the corporate world in addition to her involvement in the martial
arts community.
"XFA is definitely filling a void for the lack of top notch stand up fight cards that
are available for fighters and the fans. I am thrilled they are here and even more excited
to be a part of the team." – said Lisa King
The Xtreme Fighting Association is a Professional Full Contact Stand-Up
Fighting Organization. It's stand-up, knock em' down, or knock em' out fighting, where
only the best men and women are left standing! The first in a series of events will be held
on March 22, 2008 at the Las Vegas Hilton.
About Reis Sports Entertainment
Reis Sports Entertainment, LLC (RSE) is a Professional Martial Arts Promoter
licensed by the Nevada State Athletic Commission. RSE created the sports brand, the
Xtreme Fighting Association ™ (XFA) which will be holding a series of events in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
For more information: www.XFAlive.com

